I. INTRODUCTION
The existence of average optimal strategies in Markovian decision processes is investigated by Blackwell [1] (finite state space)~ Derman [2], Ross [4] , Hordijk [3J (countable state space), Tijms [7J, Wijngaard [8J (general state space) . Conditions sufficient for the existence of average optimal strategies consist in general of some recurrence conditions and some continuity and compactness conditions.
The easiest recurrence conditions to work with are of course the conditions which guarantee recurrency to one point. (Derman, Ross, Hordijk) . One can also use recurrency to a finite subset of the state space. The simultaneous Doeblin condition, introduced by Hordijk [3J,
is a strong form of this recurrency. The conditions used in [8J include the finiteness of the expected time and costs until the first visit to some subset of the state space.
In a lot of problems with a countable state space the condition of recurrency to a finite subset are not very strong. In inventory problems for instance the costs are high if the inventory level is far from zero.
That means that "good" strategies have to bring back the inventory level near to zero. The unboundedness of the costs makes that the recurrence conditions are satisfied for all lfgood" strategies. In this paper we try to replace the recurrence conditions by an unboundedness condition.
To guarantee that the set of "good" strategies is non void we state the existence of at least one strategy for which the average costs exist and are bounded on the state space.
PRELIMINARIES
We consider a Markovian decision process on a countable state space V.
Let n be the set of all stationary strategies. The process under strategy
Ct.E n is described by a Markov chain P • The one-period costs under Ct. are a given by the function c (.) on V, c (n) are the costs starting in u. We Ct. a assume that c (u) ;;:: 0 for all u E V, a E Q. The functions c are assumed to C t . . a be strictly unbounded, that means that there is a positive function h(.) on V such that h(.) has a positive lower boun? on V, h(.) is unbounded from above on each infinite subset of V, c (u) ;;:: h(u) for all UE V, a€: n. a To guarantee that the problem is interesting we assume the existence of a strategy Ct.* E n such that the average costs under a*, g *, exist and are
The set n' contains all "good" strategies.
It is clear, by the assumptions on c , that all strategies in n' have to a bring back the state of the system to a finite set. This is worked out in lemma 1. First we have to give some definitions and notations. 
In the next lemma it is proved that for all at' <l2 E Q C there is an a O The value v (u) can be interpreted as the costs until absorption in C .
aOna l of a process, starting in u, with one period costs c -g where the strategy a a O is applied until the nth entrance strategy {);1 • the set F* and,frolIl then on the It is easy to verify that (1) which implies that Notice that this cmndition is satisfied if there is a ;) > 0 such that for all aE n and U,VE A the transition probability Q (u,v) 
a This is true for instance in problems with an inventory structure (see This condition guarantees the existence of an optimal stationary strategy for a total costs decision process which stops as soon as A is entered, the one-period costs are ca,-g, the costs of stopping ar v. If B = 0, then n B = n.
See Schal [5] for various sets of continuity and compactness conditions which guarantee that the condition II is (since c -g > 0 on In the next theorem it average optimal on A • g shown that there a strategy which is Theorem 3. There is a strategy a En' and a set C :> A such that p p g C is invariant under Q a and g (u) = g for all u E C • P a P p P Proof. First the existence of a subset C 1 of A and a strategy at E n t will be shown, such that gal (u) := g for UE C 1 and C 1 is invariant under Qat' Then it will be shown that in case Ag \ C 1 " 0 the pair (C I ,a l ) can be extended to a pair (C 2 and also that go. 2 (u) = g for all UE C 2 ' where C 2 16 the set of all points in A where w*(.) is finite.
If Ag \ C2:f "we can continue in the same way.
The following corollary is a direct consequence of theorem 3. 
